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Application February 28, 1939, Serial No. 258,991 
4. Caixas. (C. i. 9-i) 

My invention relates to wide band amplifiers 
and particularly to intermediate frequency am 
plifiers for television receivers or the like where 
rejection of a signal Such as Sound in a closely 
adjacent channel is desired. 

It is an object of my invention to provide an 
improved amplifier of the above-mentioned type 
in which there is a sharp cut-off on the high fre 
quency side of the intermediate frequency ampli 
fier pass band. 
The invention is based upon the amplifiers de 

scribed and claimed in Patent, 2,207,796, issued 
July i6, i940, entitled Band pass amplifiers and 
assigned to the Radio Corporation of America. 
In this patent there is described an amplifier 
circuit or I. F. coupling network which includes 
a rejection circuit tuned to reject sound signals 
Or Other un Wanted signals. On the low side of the 
I. F. amplifier pass band. 
The present invention comprises a circuit de 

Signed for rejection on the high side of the I. F. 
amplifier pass band, the rejection being obtained 
in Such a way as to obtain a pass band of maxi 
nun. Width While still obtaining the desired re 
jection. Maximum pass band width and sharp 
ness of cut-off are obtained by employing a ca,- 
pacitive reactor for coupling primary and sec 
ondary circuits and so tuning the primary cir 
cuit that a maximum Voltage appears across the 
coupling reactor at a frequency just below the 
rejection frequency. 
The invention Will be better understood froin 

the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing in which 

Figure 1 is a circuit diagram of one embodi 
ment of my invention, w 
Figure 2 shows selectivity curves for the circuit 

of Fig. 1, and - 
Figure 3 is a circuit diagram of another em 

bodiment of my invention. 
Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown an inter 

mediate frequency amplifier stage designed in 
accordance With my invention for use in a tele 
vision receiver. This amplifier stage comprises 
an amplifier or detector tube which may be 
of the usual screen grid type having a plate elec 
trode 2 and a cathode 3 comprising the output 
electrodes. In the present example, tube is 
assumed to be a first detector of a Superhetero 
dyne receiver. These output electrodes are cou 
pled to the input electrodes of the amplifier tube 
4 in the Succeeding amplifier stage through my 
improved filter or coupling network. The am 
plifier tube 4 may be of the usual screen grid 

type having a control grid 6 and a cathode 
Which form the input electrodes of the tube. . . 
My improved filter circuit cornprises a tuned 

priinary circuit which is tuned by a condenser 
9 in parallel with the output capacity of the tube 
A or by the tube capacity alone, and a tuned sec 
ondary circuit comprising a secondary coil 
Which is tuned by a condenser 2 in parallel with 
the input capacity of the tube 4 or by the tube 
input capacity alone. The primary circuit in 
cludes a primary coil 8 and a rejector circuit 9. 
The two tuned circuits, are coupled by a con 
denser 3 which is common to the primary and 
Secondary circuits. 
tain amount of damping, a resistor 4 may be 
Connected across the primary coil 8. 
The condensers 6 and are filter and block 

O 

In order to provide a cer 
15 

ing condensers, respectively, while the resistor 8 
is a grid resistor through which bias is applied 
to the grid 6. 
The rejector network 9 is tuned to resonate 

at a frequency on the high side of the amplifier 
pass band whereby the rejector network will pre 
sent an inductive reactance below the rejection 
frequency. Thus it, together with the coil 8, 
may be resonated with the capacitive coupling 
reactance provided by the condenser 3. 
The rejector circuit 9 employed in the circuit 

of Fig. 1 is of the same type as one of the re 
jector circuits described and claimed in my 
above-mentioned patent. It comprises an in 
ductance coil 24 in series with the primary coil 
8 and coupling condenser 3, the inductance coil 
2 being inductively coupled to the primary coil 
8. This inductive coupling is in such direction 

20, 

25 

30 

as to provide a negative mutual inductance which, 
as is Well known, is a capacity reactance. 
The coil 2 is bridged by an inductance coil 

22 and a condenser 23 connected in series. The 
bridging coil 22 preferably is provided with a 
variable magnetic core or the like for varying 
its inductance, whereby the rejector circuit 9 

40 

may be tuned to the desired frequency. A re 
sistor 24 in Series with the filter condenser. 6 
is connected between ground and the junction 
point of the primary coil 8 and the series re 
jector, coil 28. The primary purpose of this re 
sistor is to balance out the effect of resistance 
in the parallel resonant circuit. It also provides 
a certain amount of damping for the two cou 
pled tuned circuits. It will be noted that the 
plate voltage for ther amplifier tube is applied 
through a filter resistor 22, the resistor 24 and 
the primary coil 8. 

It is assumed that the sound I. F. signals ac 
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2 
companying the picture signals are on the low 
frequency side of the picture intermediate fre 
quency signals. These sound signals may be sup 
plied to a Sound intermediate frequency amplifier 
26 by means of a circuit tuned to the sound 
carrier Wave, this tuned circuit comprising in 
ductance coils 27 and 28 shunted by a condenser 
29, the coil 27 being coupled to the secondary 
coil f. 
The selectivity characteristic of my improved 

circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The rejector circuit 
9 has been tuned to the frequency fs2 by ad 

justing the shunting rejector coil 22, this fre 
quency being the intermediate frequency for the 
Sound signal in the next adjacent television chan 
nel. The Sound circuit 2-28-29 is tuned to 
the frequency fis1, this being the carrier frequency 
for the Sound accompanying the picture signals 
Which the amplifier is designed to pass. 

It Will be apparent that the sound signal hav 
ing the intermediate frequency fs2 in the next 
adjacent television channel is very close to the 
high frequency end of the picture pass band 
and that, at the same time, it is highly desirable 
to extend the high frequency cut-off point of 
the picture paSS band as close to the frequency 
fs2 as possible, while still obtaining the necessary 
rejection or adjacent channel selectivity, in order 
to obtain the maximum pass band Width for the 
picture signals. 

In accordance With my invention, this desired 
Sharpness of cut-off is obtained by making the 
coupling network series resonant from the plate 
2 through the primary coil 8, the rejector cir 
cuit 9 and the coupling condenser 3 to ground 
at a frequency fr. This circuit resonance may 
be employed for giving a peak to the picture se 
lectivity curve on this high side as indicated by 
the solid line curve for compensating for lack 
of high frequency response in other amplifier 
stages, or Sufficient damping may be provided 
by means of the resistor 8 and/or other circuit 
resistance to damp this resonant peak and hold 
it down to the level indicated by the dotted line 
portion of the curve. In either case the high 
frequency cut-off is very sharp and the band 
width of the amplifier has been extended at the 
high frequency end a maximum amount. 
The cut-off characteristic of the amplifier is 

sharp due to coil 8 and the effective inductive 
reactance of the rejection circuit 9 tuning to 
Series resonance With coupling condenser 3 at 
or near the high frequency end of the pass band 
of the amplifier circuit. This resonance in 
creases the Voltage introduced into the secondary 
circuit and thereby produces the sharp cut-off 
characteristic. 

It should be noted that, for best operation, 
there are at least three requirements to be met 
in selecting capacity and inductance values for 
the several elements of my network as follows: 

1. The network must be properly coupled and 
tuned to function as a filter having the desired 
paSS band. 

2. The rejector circuit must be tuned to the 
frequency of the signal to be rejected. 

3. The circuit must be Series resonant from the 
tube plate to ground at a frequency just below 
the rejection frequency. 

It will be apparent that these several require 
ments are interdependent. 
The proper design may be obtained by treating 

the circuit as a pair of coupled circuitS having a 
coupling capacitor common to both primary and 

2,217,839 
inductances and coupling capacitor required to 
give the desired band width may be calculated by 
filter theory. It now remains to modify the mag 
nitude of the primary inductance to some value 
Such that the insertion of the series rejector 
Will permit the primary to have the previously 
determined effective inductance at mid-band. 
The selection of Values to be used in the series 
rejector circuit must make this circuit resonate 
at the desired rejection frequency fs2. 

It now remains to be seen whether the resulting 
netWork is series resonant from plate electrode 2 
to ground at the correct frequency fr. If it reso 
nates at the Wrong frequency, the LC ratio of the 
rejector circuit must be changed. By cut and try 
With the use of Visual line up equipment the cir 
cuit can readily be made to resonate in the de 
Sired manner at frequency fr to give the desired 
extension of the pass band and the desired sharp 
neSS of cut off. 

If desired, the circuit values may be calculated 
by means of simultaneous equations but the pro 
Cedure outlined above is more Satisfactory in 
practice due to lack of information as to the ex 
act values of distributed capacity of the various 
circuit elements. 
The Selectivity curve for the sound circuit 

27-28-29 is indicated by the curve labeled 
"sound'. It will be noted that it provides a cer 
tain amount of rejection in the picture channel 
for Sound signals accompanying the picture to 
be received, this rejection being indicated by the 
dip in the picture selectivity curve. However, 
this is insufficient rejection for the Sound Signal 
and in practice the necessary additional rejection 
at the frequency fs1 is provided in a succeeding 
amplifier stage. 
Another embodiment of my invention is illus 

trated in Fig. 3 where parts corresponding to 
those in Fig. 1 are indicated by like reference 
numerals. The principal difference between this 
circuit and the circuit of Fig. 1 is that a, bridged-T 
rejector netWork of a different form is employed. 
It comprises an inductance coil 31 in series with 
the primary coil 8, the coil 3 being shunted by 
two condensers 32 and 33 in series. A balancing 
resistor 34 is connected between the junction 
point of the condensers 32 and 33 and ground. 
This bridged-T rejection circuit is of the same 
type as a similar rejection circuit described in my 
above-mentioned patent. However, as in the case 
of the rejection circuit employed in the circuit 
of Fig. 1, it is tuned to provide rejection above 
the pass band of the amplifier whereby it presents 
an inductance reactance within this pass band. 
The circuit of Fig. 3 is adjusted as described in 

connection with Fig. 1, the circuit 3-32-33 
being Series resonant at a frequency fr from the 
plate 2 of the tube through the primary coil 8, 
the rejection circuit 3-32-33 and the cou 
pling condenser 3 to ground. The selectivity 
curve for the amplifier of Fig. 3 is substantially 
the same as shown by the curve in Fig. 2. 

If desired, instead of taking sound signal off 
the secondary coil it may be taken off the pri 
mary circuit by means of a circuit 36 tuned to 
the Sound frequency fis1 coupled to the plate 2 
through a coupling condenser 37. 

It may be noted that in certain designs the 
coil 8 may disappear as a distinct coil due to the 
presence of Sufficient inductance in the rejector 
circuit. 
By Way of example, the values of certain ele 

ments in Fig. 3 have been indicated in ohms and 
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secondary. The effective primary and secondary micro-microfarads for a circuit designed to give 75, 
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2,217,839 
rejection and to pass signals at the frequencies 
indicated in Fig. 2. The output capacity of tube 
f and the input capacity of tube 4 are approxi 
nately 10 mm.f. and 12 mm.f., respectively. The 
cois 8, 3 and , in the example given, are of 
35, 12 and 35 turns respectively Wound on One 
half inch diameter tubes or forms. Coils 8 and 

are of .007 inch diameter wire while coil 3 
is of .013 inch diameter wire. 

In Cne embodiment of my invention the cou 
pling network may become a low paSS filter. In 
this case the coupling condenser 3 is larger than 
the tube capacities and the capacities in parallel 
therewith, these capacities acting as terminating 
impedances for a filter section. The high fre 
quency cut-off is made sharp in the manner pre 
viously described. 
From the foregoing description it will be ap 

parent that I have provided an amplifier which 
gives infinite rejection to undesired signal on the 
high frequency side of the amplifier pass band 
While extending the high frequency cut-off point 
of the amplifier pass band to a point very close 
to the frequency of the signal being rejected. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. A coupling network for an amplifier compris 

ing a vacuum tube having output electrodes in 
cluding a plate electrode and an amplifier tube 
having input electrodes including a grid electrode, 
said network comprising two coupled circuits, the 
first of said circuits including a tuned rejector 
circuit and a coupling condenser connected in 
series between said plate and a point at low po 
tential for the frequencies being amplified, the 
second of said circuits including an inductance 
coil and said coupling condenser in series between 
said grid and said low potential point, said circuits 
being designed to function as a filter having a 
certain pass band, said rejector circuit being 
tuned to a frequency on the high side of and 
closely adjacent to said pass band, the circuit 
from said plate electrode through said rejector 
circuit and said coupling condenser to said low 
potential point being series resonant at a fre 
quency just below the frequency to which said re 
jector circuit is tuned. 

2. A coupling network for an intermediate fre 
quency amplifier comprising a vacuum tube hav 
ing output electrodes including a plate electrode 
and an amplifier tube having input electrodes in 
cluding a grid electrode, said network comprising 
a tuned primary circuit and a tuned secondary 
circuit, a condenser common to said tuned circuits 
for providing coupling therebetWeen, said circuits 
being so coupled and so tuned as to function sub 
stantially as a band pass filter, a rejector circuit 
in said primary circuit which is tuned to a fre 
quency on the high side of and closely adjacent to 

3 
said pass band whereby it is inductive within said 
pass band, said rejector circuit including means 
for balancing out resistance therein, the circuit 
from Said plate electrode through said rejector 
circuit and coupling condenser to the low poten 
tial end of said coupling condenser being Series 
resonant at a frequency just below the frequency 
to which said rejection circuit is tuned. 

3. An amplifier comprising a vacuum tube hav 
ing output electrodes including a plate electrode 
and an amplifier tube having input electrodes, 
means for coupling said output electrodes to Said 
input electrodes, said means comprising a pri 
mary circuit and a secondary circuit each tuned 
to approximately the same frequency and so cou- i. 
pled as to have substantially a band-pass chara,c- 
teristic, the coupling between said circuits being 
provided by a condenser common to said Circuits, 
a rejector network included in one of said tuned 
circuits, said rejector network including a parallel 
resonant circuit tuned to a frequency above but 
closely adjacent to said pass band whereby the 
rejector network presents an inductive reactance 
at frequencies within said pass band, said rejector 
network also including means for balancing out . 
the effect of resistance in said parallel resonant 
circuit, and the reactance values in said primary 
circuit being such that the portion thereof from 
the low potential terminal of said coupling con 
denser to said plate is Series resonant at a fre 
quency just below said rejection frequency and at 
the high side of said pass band. 

4. An amplifier comprising an amplifier tube 
having output electrodes including a plate elec 
trode and an amplifier tube having input elec 
trodes, means for Coupling Said output electrodes 
to said input electrodes, said means comprising a 
primary circuit and a secondary circuit each 
tuned to approximately the same frequency and 
so coupled as to have substantially a band-pass 
characteristic, the coupling between said circuits 
being provided by a condenser common to said 
circuits, a rejector netWork included in said pri 
mary circuit, said rejector network being of the 
bridged-T type including a parallel resonant cir 
cuit tuned to a frequency above but closely adja 
cent to said pass band whereby the rejector net 
work presents an inductive reactance at frequen 
cies within Said pass band, said rejector network 
also including means for balancing out the effect 
of resistance in said parallel resonant circuit, and 
the reactance values in said primary circuit being 
such that the portion thereof from the low po 
tential terminal of said coupling condenser to said 
plate is series resonant at a frequency just below 
said rejection frequency and at the high side of 
said pass band. 
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